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The Greeks did it. The Romans did it. Even the Incas

How were all these great cultures able to distinguish

did it. They all innovated. Around 200 years before

themselves in art and in battle, and at the same time,

Christ, the Greeks had already determined the

be so innovative? Or is it the other way around? I

circumference of the earth. It was the Ancient Greek

actually think so. I would even go so far as to say that

scientist Eratosthenes, who conceived the idea that

it’s innovation that has made these cultures great.

you can calculate the circumference of the earth via

Innovation and culture go hand in hand; they are

the Pythagoras theorem. He did this by comparing the

inextricably linked.

angle cast by the shadow of a tower with the tower
itself, and then, with that of another tower at a certain

And that, in my opinion, still applies. In the modern

known distance. With the help of a simple geodesic

world, companies distinguish themselves by being

triangle, Eratosthenes calculated a circumference

more or less open to innovation. Innovation attracts

of 39,500 km. With the help of our sophisticated

young people, which brings about changes in

instruments, we now know that the circumference is

processes. Instead of battling innovation, workers

40,075 km, a difference of only 575 km. Not bad for such

embrace it. In such a process, freethinkers are given

an old Greek.

space meaning that employees are able to constantly
seek alternatives. It should, therefore, be a necessity for

“INNOVATION AND 		

CULTURE GO HAND
IN HAND”

“I have to see if our current buildings
will still exist and be in use in 2000 years
from now.”

every company that wants to be one step ahead, to
prioritise innovation. This is how innovation can play a
permanent role in your business process.

The Romans also had innovation in their blood. Take the

For Iv-Groep, innovation fulfils this role. This edition of

aqueducts that the Romans built 2000 years ago, mainly

Ivormatie - with a new look - gives an overview of the

for hygiene reasons. These aqueducts still exist, and

most important innovations of this moment. I wish you

some are even still in use. I have yet to see if our current

much inspiration.

buildings will still exist and be in use in 2000 years from
now.
Rob van de Waal
Finally, the Incas, on the other side of the world. Their

Managing Director Iv-Groep

architectural style is still world famous. Large multisided bricks fitting seamlessly with each other and thus
forming enormous structures without cement or any
kind of bonding materials. These are also still intact and
completely functional hundreds of years later.
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Load Testing saves
time and money
A concrete bridge of 80 or 100 years old, one of

a recalculation that frequently unnecessarily produces

many in the Netherlands. On paper, it has limited

an unfavourable outcome because of the numerous

load-bearing capacity (and many bridges do not

residual uncertainties. It’s not difficult to conclude from

even have documentation). The municipality that

calculations that a bridge is kaput. Wouter van der Wiel

owns this bridge drew up plans to perform work on

of the Iv-Infra management team, scooped second prize

the structure and was facing a major investment.

for this concept in the Vernufteling competition, an

However, after subjecting the bridge to a load

award for innovative projects organised by the Dutch

test, the investment was found to be completely

Association of Consulting Engineers (NLingenieurs).

unnecessary at this time, and the bridge could remain

Previously the design team also won the Innovation

in service for years to come. This seemingly simple

Award ZHZ after the method proved its success with

solution has a major effect. Iv-Infra’s innovative load

diverse load tests.

test method quickly reveals the structural condition
of a bridge and removes the need for original

Getting a result in ten minutes

drawings and calculations. Based on the known data,

The assignment of testing the structural safety of

‘recalculating’ a bridge by means of the NEN 8700

smaller, mainly concrete bridges owned by municipal

questions the safe mathematical assumptions that

and provincial authorities is a considerable one.

may cause an old bridge to be at the end of its useful

Estimates refer to tens of thousands of existing bridges.

life, even when this is not necessarily the case.

Because drawings and calculations are often absent, a
smart method is extremely welcome as speeding up
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“The idea for a simple, fast but accurate load test came

the process has enormous benefits. There are typically

about after regional bridge managers increasingly

lots of questions. Wouter: “How much reinforcement is

started asking us questions about the structural

there, is the concrete prestressed and does everything

condition of their bridges. After all, they have a legal

still work? We asked ourselves: isn’t there a way we can

duty to demonstrate structural safety. However, in

help clients more effectively? Isn’t there an alternative to

many cases, there are no up-to-date, reliable and

standard recalculations, which often involve destructive

complete design calculations or drawings of the

testing and cause much inconvenience? Why don’t we

bridges. The only options are either a lot of destructive

just skip all that and subject the bridge to a load test?”

testing activities to obtain the missing information or

This idea triggered innovative development. “With a
7

load test, we want to be able to accurately demonstrate

exceeding of the moment capacity, and exceeding

with a large span, while with relatively shorter spans (up

a bridge’s load-bearing strength in a controlled way, and

of the shear force capacity. Abutment subsidence is

to 15 metres), it is usually the moment capacity. This is

within ten minutes. Those ’ten minutes’ are obviously

tiresome, but it happens gradually, without immediately

where load testing really adds value.”

the extreme ideal, but it was a good starting point for

having major consequences for safety and, according

the brainstorming sessions. Pilot load tests had been

to the directives, it does not necessarily have to be

Putting the bridge to the test

carried out previously on large bridges, which were also

verified if there is no reason for doing so. At present, it

Load testing is an iterative process. Wouter: “The key

accompanied by large equipment, a lot of weight and

is not yet possible to test shear forces non-destructively

is to create the largest possible moment in a span by

numerous measuring instruments, such as acoustic

in a controlled manner: It’s a brittle collapse and then

means of a concentrated load, in a controlled way. An

measurement devices, strain gauges and so on”. Wouter

you’ve lost it. In other words, it is only possible to make

insufficient load has no added value. The bridge must

adds: “It required closing off the bridge for a long time.

a selection based on moment capacity. The shear force

really show what it’s capable of, and not just with the

With a small bridge, it was surely possible to do it faster

is often the decisive factor in the case of slim bridges

largest load on it, but particularly when you remove

and simpler.” All in all, the load test, using a single truck,

the load again; the bridge must completely ‘rebound’

including ballast, a steel auxiliary structure and the

into its original position. If that occurs, the bridge is still

required measurement equipment takes just half a day

strong enough. At the most, there will be some small

and is the first test of its kind.

temporary cracks, but the technical durability remains
intact. That is the impairment criterion.”

“Roughly speaking, a bridge has three
main collapse mechanisms: subsiding
of the abutments, exceeding of the
moment capacity, and exceeding of the
shear force capacity.”

Using a steel auxiliary structure on a dragline mat,
a seesaw is constructed in the driving direction.
Measurement equipment can be placed above or
under the bridge. Wouter says: “With a high degree
of accuracy, the behaviour of the bridge can be

Help when examining bridges

determined, and from that value, we can derive the load

Bridge managers require certainty. Iv-Infra helps them

or load class that the tested bridge can bear according

to obtain it by means of prioritisations and tiered

to the standard, including safety factors.”

overviews that already allow a selection to be made.
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While this reduces the size of the asset base, there

Getting the most out of the bridge

will always be certain bridges that are surrounded by

The first load test was carried out on a bridge in

doubts. Therefore, Iv-Infra put together an ‘A Team’ that

Schipluiden and immediately proved its value. The

devised a logistical system to accelerate the assessment

bridge was 100 years old and according to the

process of a load test.

calculations its load-bearing capacity did not exceed

Wouter explains: “Roughly speaking, a bridge has three

20 tonnes. The municipality had plans that involved

main collapse mechanisms: subsiding of the abutments,

building site traffic crossing the bridge and, therefore,

9

had taken into account that measures would need to

The next load tests will be implemented soon.

be taken. The load test showed that the bridge still had

Wouter: “It is and will always be a question of

ample residual capacity – 60 tonnes according to the

customisation. There are always external factors and

NEN 8700 standard – which eliminated the need for the

influences: a maximum down time, the surroundings,

planned replacement new-build. A few minor measures

landscape restrictions and the type and state of the

were sufficient. Wouter: “Under normal circumstances,

structure.”

the bridge can remain in service for another 30 years,
which represents a large saving for the municipal
budget. Further load tests have revealed the same
picture: in practice, bridges are (much) stronger than
what can be expected when they are based on models.”
Reducing replacements
At present, a load test costs roughly the same as the
sum payable for a detailed structural examination.

“BRIDGES ARE 					

STRONGER THAN 			
EXPECTED”

With a load test, however, getting the most out of the
bridge is always achieved: after the procedure, the client
knows exactly where he stands. And because the bridge
is often much stronger than expected, this results in
a significant reduction in the expected replacement
assignment in the Netherlands. Of course, avoiding
having to make replacements also has a positive
influence on sustainability aspects.
Developments aimed at making the load test even
faster and cheaper are in full swing. Iv-Infra provides
the service and the measurement equipment. The
present auxiliary structure consists of standard elements
obtainable locally throughout the country. To limit
transport movements, the ballast is ordered locally.
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“THERE IS 						

ENORMOUS 					
POTENTIAL HERE”

Sustainable horticulture in a
saline desert
Is it possible to grow crops such as potatoes and

and fertilisation methods, the water management and

tomatoes in the middle of a desert? Especially if the

harvesting techniques that can differ between locations.

available water is brackish? And how can you reuse
this water without it becoming increasingly salty?

Local conditions

The feasibility of innovative and above all sustainable

Research into different varieties, fertilisation and

horticulture in Egypt is being explored by four Dutch

irrigation methods revealed that saline cultivation is

companies. Iv-Water is one of these.

economically attractive, provided that the techniques
are adapted to local conditions. An investigation is

Besides Iv-Water, the other three project partners are

underway in the designated areas to find out how

Zilt Proefbedrijf Texel (which for this project, selected a

much water is available in the subsoil, where the water

salt-tolerant potato and tomato), Delphy and Nectaerra.

is located, what its quality is and how it can be optimally

These companies are contributing their specific

managed and produced.

expertise to the project. The mutual interest lies in the
global marketing of Dutch know-how and innovative
solutions for water management and horticulture.
The contract was awarded by a number of Egyptian

“We want to work towards a complete
set of measures and facilities to realise
sustainable saline cultivation.”

government agencies and is being co-financed by the
Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO).

Bart van der Veer, Process Technologist at Iv-Water,
explains: “A crop that is resistant to saline soil will not

12

Egypt wants to make approximately 630,000 hectares

in itself solve the problem. In intensive agriculture, the

of desert suitable for agricultural production, mainly

crop absorbs the fresh water and leaves salt behind,

for potatoes, carrots, onions and tomatoes. Even on

which is expelled via the roots. Large agricultural

agricultural land already in use, the groundwater has

companies meet their need for water by pumping

been found to be too brackish for ordinary crops. In

up groundwater from great depths. As this water is

their innovative feasibility plan, the Dutch companies

replenished very slowly, it is not a form of sustainable

are introducing salt-tolerant crops, suitable irrigation

agriculture. Our first contribution to the project is to
13

create a model, enabling us to identify all water flows

Erik Vegt, Director of Iv-Water adds: “This solution has

Bart: “What we are currently looking at is the yield per

and to calculate the water and salt balance. The second

never been applied before, particularly in combination

hectare. Or in other words, the costs and the return

step is to compute options for a business concept for

with greenhouse cultivation. Sustainability is achieved

on investment period, to know on which scale we will

using this type of crop and the additional measures

by ensuring the situation does not deteriorate any

realise the benefits and are able to unveil the concept

needed to protect the surrounding nature and

further so as to be able to continue growing crops

in as much detail as possible. If there is serious interest,

environment. To continue using the agricultural land

in the same area for a longer period. The societal

we will immediately elaborate and support the concept.”

sustainably, it has to be done in a way that prevents any

relevance is considerable and touches on matters

further increase in salinisation.”

such as employment opportunities and food supplies.”

Erik: “These are all proven technologies. The crop is

Egyptian growers must contend with salinisation in an

resistant, the water treatment is a proven technique and

area that is increasing in size all the time, which results

there is much known about greenhouse cultivation. The

in shrinking yields. Traditional cultivation is, therefore,

part that’s new, is the combination of these elements.

based on ruthless over-cropping of the land. An

There is enormous potential because Egypt is just one

additional problem is the construction of a dam in the

of many countries that face similar issues.”

If tolerant crops are used, it is possible to apply the
model to estimate the quantity of water needed for
irrigation and the expected yield at each location. If
measures such as water treatment need to be taken,
Iv-Water is the ideal partner for the technology. This
may include treating the water before using it as
irrigation water. But because the crop is resistant to salt,
taking this measure may also include post-treatment of
the drainage water. These are smaller streams involving
much lower energy consumption.
Sustainable saline cultivation
A lot of water is already being reused in Egyptian
agriculture, but the water is not treated beforehand.
However, it is possible to achieve an acceptable
salt concentration by mixing different streams. An
important part of this project is the use of desalinisation
techniques to increase the proportion of reused water.
Using solar energy, water can be evaporated; allowing
this water vapour to condensate directly creates clean
water. But the same can be accomplished indirectly
by using reverse osmosis via solar panels installed
on greenhouses. Bart: “We want to work towards
a complete set of measures and facilities to realise
sustainable saline cultivation.”
14

Nile in Ethiopia.

“Egypt is just one of many countries
that face similar issues.”
Enormous potential
There are seven different options for agricultural
systems that are under examination in the feasibility
study, such as outdoor cultivation and greenhouse
cultivation. However, ‘enclosed’ greenhouses would
be too expensive and would not be carried out in
the same way as in the Netherlands. For each system,
it could be the case that a different form of water
treatment may be the most suitable. This depends
on the type of treated water that is used (rainwater,
‘suspended’ water or drainage water), on the desired
ratio of the treatment (concentration) and on the
scale of the residual stream (flow rate). This has to be
weighed up against the investment and operating
costs.
15

WHAT MAKES
IV SO SPECIAL?
| A selection of our vacancies:
✓✓
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✓✓
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Friendly and open culture

Down to earth

Iv feels like a family business: you can always
drop by other colleagues to discuss your
ideas. You receive a lot of freedom as well as
room for entrepreneurship.

Instead of just following trends, we
examine the content critically. We
innovate because we really want to
contribute to the world of tomorrow.

Water Safety Designer Iv-Infra
Structural Engineer Iv-Consult
Climate and Energy Technology Engineer Iv-Industrie
Senior Structural Designer Nevesbu
Technology Team Leader Iv-Water

See all vacancies on

jobsativ.com
Unique projects

Work hard, play hard

At Iv we work on projects that challenge
us to push the boundaries of what is
technically possible.

We also think it's important to have
fun with each other. That's why, for
example, we attend the UEFA European
Championship and FIFA World Cup.

Diversity
From infrastructure to submarines:
we are the most diverse engineering
company in the Netherlands..
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As of November 2017, I began working as Contract
and Risk Management Advisor in the Risk Analysis

1

“THE FOUR THINGS THAT

STRUCK ME THE MOST 		
WHEN I CAME TO WORK
AT IV”

You receive a lot of personal responsibility
Right from your first working day, Iv actively involves

and Contract Management Department of Iv Infra.

you in the company and there is a lot of room for

The first thing I quickly noticed at Iv was the many

presenting your own refreshing ideas. This is how

different, leading projects that you encounter (both in

I became involved with Iv-Young in the first week.

the Netherlands and around the world), all of which

Iv-Young is a group of young Iv employees who

are worked on with great passion. In this article,

get together on a regular basis. Within Iv-Young,

I would like to share more with you about what I

opportunity is created for the input of ideas and

noticed the most in my first months with Iv.

much attention is given to change and innovation.
Even within the projects, you are quickly given

You work on leading projects

greater responsibility. As a starter you are, of course,

At Iv, multidisciplinary project teams are working on

accompanied by an experienced colleague. By gaining

many different leading projects. A characteristic of these

knowledge and experience from a more experienced

projects is that they are all very tangible. In daily life,

colleague, you are better equipped to do more yourself.

there is a good chance you will encounter a project that
you yourself (or one of your colleagues) have worked
on. For example, during the last storm there was a

2
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There is an informal working atmosphere
Within Iv, easy and informal contact with your direct

lot of publicity about closing the flood barriers in the

and indirect colleagues from all different departments

Netherlands. Many of my colleagues have worked on

is the norm. Because of this informal norm, you learn a

these flood barriers (such as the Ramspol flood barrier).

lot about the in-house knowledge Iv has to offer and

Involvement with current events is therefore very likely.

which projects are currently being worked on. From day

The projects are diverse and
multidisciplinary

1 you are fully included in the team in which you work.
This is how you learn from your immediate colleagues
and that you keep abreast of the projects wherein you

In my first months, I have been involved in the drafting

may also be involved. In addition to initiatives such as Iv-

of a contract for the renovation of several polder

Young, all kinds of (work-related) activities are organised

pumping stations, the drafting of a Programme of

which makes working at Iv even better!

Requirements for fixed bridges and the provision of
systems engineering and risk management for the
design of a maintenance hall. The projects you work on

Mark Havelaar

are therefore very diverse and are often carried out in

Contract and Risk Management Advisor Iv-Infra

multidisciplinary project teams. This ensures that every
day is different and that you are continually challenged..
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Marijn Hage (on the picture; 3rd from the left), Naval Architect
at Nevesbu, received the Maritime Designer Award 2017 on

MARITIME
DESIGNER
AWARD 2017

November 6th, 2017.

What drives a
submarine?
Neutral buoyancy is a key design requirement when

Marijn explains: “A submarine is designed ‘inside out’,

designing a submarine, whereby the relationship

so to speak. It’s all about the number of people that

between weight and volume is crucial. Marijn Hage of

must carry out a mission at a specific depth and speed.

Nevesbu developed the Volume Estimation Tool (VET)

Important considerations are the propulsion system,

to quickly determine in early design phases a starting

range, living quarters and everything that is needed for

point for the main dimensions and volumes (and

these. All ‘segments’, or rather, all modules, are logically

part-volumes) of a diesel electric submarine. As the

placed, and the positions are sufficiently known. The

method is modular and flexibly structured, it can also

engine is at the back, the weapons are at the front and

be used to gain an overview of how new challenges

the people are in the middle. Although there is some

may impact the design. On the 6th of November

freedom of movement, everything has a clear position.

2017, Marijn was presented with the Maritime

So, you can easily identify the drivers and the size

Designer Award 2017 for this innovative approach.

and length of the sections. This was how the tool was
conceived.”

What began in 2014 as a graduation project is today

20

a tool for handling the replacement of 30-year-old

Quick sections

submarines for the Defence Materiel Organisation

It’s possible to extend the tool to allow for refinements

(DMO). The tool, an Excel file with Visual Basics for

such as a multi-mission portal, a portal to disembark

simple interfaces, requires the user to enter some

marines without being detected, or a section with

limited data such as sailing distance, depth, speed and

Atmosphere-Independent Propulsion (AIP). Marijn: “A

number of personnel on board. This information is used

diesel engine needs air, but the air supply is, of course,

to determine the engine capacity and thus the amount

limited when operating underwater. There are now

of power required. After just a few minutes, the user

systems that can generate energy from the outside

can produce a highly accurate estimate of the desired

without air, as with a Stirling engine. Energy is also

dimensions for the ‘mission profile’. Due to its modular

storable in cells, like lithium-ion batteries, but they

structure, the VET can be extended.

present their own challenges. Among other things,
21

they require cooling, so they need space and more

are long and complex. Moreover, new vessels will be

buoyancy, or in other words, greater mass. All sections

used for new purposes and will, therefore, require a

have their own specifications, and, inter-relationships,

different programme of requirements. The emphasis is

and by using this tool they can be identified, calculated

less on a deterrent policy and more on special forces

or recalculated in no time.”

and intelligence.”

Unique modularity
Marijn says that the relationships between the design
variables have now become far clearer. “Previously, a
design concept for a submarine was developed in time-

“It will become more and more
important in the future to limit the
impact of noise pollution on flora and
fauna.”

consuming processes. An assembled multidisciplinary
team of highly experienced people then set to work

Noise matters

using their intuition and knowledge. The work was

With the prize money from the Maritime Design Award,

often based on assumptions, and it was unclear –

Marijn does research, with TNO, into concepts for a

particularly afterwards – how those assumptions

more effective and quieter design. Marijn considers

influenced each other. The information has now been

the following: “What exactly is the effect of a noise

made specific and combined and cross-related.” He

reduction measure on the design? Is insulation a good

gives an example: “Sailing faster requires a larger engine,

solution, or are vibration dampers more effective

which in turn requires a larger cooling system. By

in reducing noise? I suspect that the most efficient

capturing all the variables, you can see and evaluate

method is with an internal cage-in-cage construction

everything. There are multiple tools and methods

and large vibration dampers. This has a large impact on

possible, such as functional building blocks, but this

your design and needs to be considered. This type of

tool is unique for its modularity.”

information in shipbuilding has limited availability in the
Netherlands.

The VET tool is shared with DMO for an initial design,
after which the design is redistributed, using different

The need for noise reduction is great, not only for

software, between the special teams engaged for the

submarines but also in the shipping industry. It will

detailed engineering work. The tool is particularly useful

become more and more important in the future to

because of the impending replacement of submarines

limit the impact of noise pollution on flora and fauna

that are currently being kept in service through special

produced by the shipping industry.”

life-extending maintenance. Marijn: “We are not talking
about a large number of new-build submarines on an
annual basis. From the mid to late-2020’s there will be a
replacement market. However, the engineering phases
22
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Scaling up in a bio-based
industry
Bio-based business development is highly placed

following disciplines: process electrical engineering,

on the agenda in our industry. The bio-based

instrumentation, piping, mechanical engineering,

economy promises new value chains, a competitive

architectural engineering, structural engineering, and

edge, but also a new playing field. Ruud Verheul,

building-related installations.

Senior Project Manager at Iv-Industrie, provides
coaching to ensure that innovation processes result

Bio-based economy

in a convincing business case. A clear procedure

Worldwide, the search is on for alternative ‘green’ energy

supports the development of innovations from the

sources that can reduce the consumption of fossil

R&D to the engineering phase in order to arrive at the

fuels. Cascading is an important element in a bio-based

appropriate scale.

economy. This means that all biomass components are
used as efficiently as possible and that the components

Maximum synergy

with the greatest added value are used first. The

Effective collaboration between the client and

goal of a bio-based economy is to make integral use

Iv-Industrie is an essential precondition. A project team

of biological raw materials to develop high-quality

is assembled for each project, consisting of experts

products. This results in new bio-based processes,

from Iv-Industrie and the client. The knowledge and

products and value chains.

experience of Iv-Industrie represent added value and an
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extra motivating factor for clients because

The bio-based economy is a ‘hot topic’ in sectors

Iv-Industrie contributes and helps them to make

where Iv-Industrie possesses relevant knowledge and

well-considered decisions. This interaction ensures

experience: the pharmaceutical, food and chemical

maximum synergy between users and engineers. In this

industries, as well as energy technology. This expertise

way, Iv-Industrie supports a range of clients in projects

fits in well with current developments in the bio-based

for the engineering and realisation of new installations

industry and can be applied in the multidisciplinary

and process optimisations. Iv-Industrie provides

development of new bio-based technologies, and

project management and engineering services in the

eventually into operational process installations.
25

Ruud: “Bio-based business development is mainly about

Due to the rapid development of technologies,

Concrete approach

engineering new processes and applications. It can

products and markets, the elevated risk profile and

The following concrete approach is followed.

be very difficult to scale-up from a pilot plant to a full-

the preference for local production (in order to limit

Iv-Industrie starts by consulting the pre-engineering

scale factory. Scaling-up results in new, often physical

transport movements), it is necessary to reduce

documentation to gain familiarity with the technology

challenges that bio-based processes are familiar with

investments and optimise flexibility. This demands

and submits relevant questions to the customer project

because of working with biomass, which has a varying

new forms of collaboration, a creative and pragmatic

team. Iv-Industrie then begins preparing the draft

composition. In the innovation process, the differences

approach, and highly skilled multidisciplinary project

process design. This is done using a Basis of Process

in approach between laboratory researchers and

teams. Iv-Industrie provides specialised engineers in all

Design (BoPD), a mass and energy balance, a Process

engineers also play a role. Our process engineers have

disciplines to successfully undertake the engineering of

Flow Diagram (PFD) and Piping & Instrumentation

an affinity with researchers in this field and create the

these kinds of bio-based projects.

Diagrams (P&IDs). A summarised process description is

right match to help achieve the final goal, step by

part of the BoPD. These documents are created by

step and working as a team. We assemble our teams

Iv-Industrie in close collaboration with the process

carefully to ensure that the members collaborate as

owner. Following a review of the process design, this

effectively as possible.”

phase is concluded by ‘freezing’ the draft process
design. The work activities for the draft process design

“Scaling-up results in new, often
physical challenges that bio-based
processes are familiar with.”

are carried out in part at the client’s location. This
ensures short lines of communication and reduces the
burden on the client’s staff. Sharing and discussing the
work and the results of the activities produce a fruitful

Innovation

collaboration.

Ruud’s professional background has familiarised him
with the pitfalls of the engineering process, and he

Ruud: “In my experience, the greatest challenge is

mainly fulfils a coordinating role. “I manage the process,

translating the process technology developed in a

maintain focus and make sure that everyone sticks to

laboratory or pilot plant into concrete engineering

the agreed course since we want to achieve the best

documents. Sometimes the team has made good

possible results on schedule.”

progress but encounters an obstacle along the way. We

During the conceptual engineering phase, the process

then usually call in another practically-minded process

owner is challenged by Iv-Industrie to develop the

engineer who shifts the focus from technology to

scientific approach into a practical engineering solution.

realisation.

In this phase, Iv Industrie records the technology
developed in a laboratory or pilot plant in flow charts
and a Basis of Design. Further, the design is optimised
for upscaling to the desired production capacity. This is
done in close collaboration with the process owner (i.e.
the licensor).
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We know from experience that the draft process design

This has turned out to be a pleasant and fruitful work

will require optimisation after the first design freeze, so

method because both the Iv-Industrie engineers and

we continue developing the process design in the draft

the customer receive useful feedback and are able to

design phase of the other disciplines.”

continue to develop ideas from laboratory scale to
the pilot plant stage, and further, to a full-scale factory

Upon conclusion of the draft design process for all
technical disciplines, a design review and safety study
are conducted, and a value engineering session is also
held. At these sessions, the elaborated process design
is combined with the draft designs produced by the
other disciplines and the overall design is optimised
for the business case. After the results of these sessions
have been incorporated, the final draft design is ‘frozen’.
This development process provides a solid foundation

production.

“INNOVATION

IS A PLAYING 		
FIELD”

for the basic design.
From laboratory to full-scale factory
A project consists of a series of relatively small steps
taken at intervals. Ruud: “Technology is just one aspect
of the innovation besides market development,
certification, legislation, operational matters etcetera.
All these aspects must be developed simultaneously. It
is important to keep focusing on what is truly necessary
to take the next step. What information do the involved
decision-makers, stakeholders and other parties need?
Because funds are generally limited, we are expected
to optimise the hours spent on the project. It is also
important to reduce investment levels, for instance
by using co-siting or existing production installations
if possible. Sometimes it is also possible to construct
an installation where new products can be made,
and that it’s also suitable for manufacturing existing
products. In this way, we can combine an expansion of
existing capacity whilst creating possibilities for new
production.”
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“CONSIDER 			

REUSING AND
RENOVATING”

The sustainable cycle
of steel bridges
The Netherlands faces a large-scale challenge in the

The man who came up with the concept, Hans van

coming years: how to tackle numerous post-war steel

Pelt, managing director of Expericon B.V. and chair of

bridges that currently or later cease to satisfy present

the Building with Steel Association, had for some time

or future functional requirements for traffic and

been giving thought to a concept that would bring

management. What are the options for approaching

the attention of the construction world to the benefits

the problem? Replacing with completely new bridges,

and advantages of renovating and thus retaining steel

renovation, or perhaps relocation according to a

bridges. The idea is built on the philosophy that instead

new concept called the ‘Shift Bridge’? Iv-Consult

of immediately concluding a new bridge must be

is participating in a team of companies that are

built, it’s better to consider the often equivalent and

working out the practicalities of this innovative and

sometimes better alternative of reusing and renovating.

sustainable concept according to the triple bottom
line ‘people, planet, profit’.

Minister’s letter acts as a catalyst
Early 2017, a letter sent by (former) Minister Schultz

The ‘Shift Bridge’ concept involves replacing an old steel

van Haegen of Infrastructure & the Environment to

bridge requiring renovation, with a steel bridge that

the House of Representatives, acted as a catalyst

has already been renovated or newly built. The existing

for developing a concept. In the light of problems

bridge is taken away and renovated elsewhere outside

experienced with the Merwede Bridge near Gorinchem,

of the transport network. Following the renovation

the Minister announced in her letter that she would

and the addition of new technical facilities such as an

free up extra budget to replace post-war steel bridges

intelligent monitoring system which keeps a check of

with new concrete bridges. Subsequently, the Minister

the condition of the bridge, the bridge is transported

nuanced her intention, but proponents of steel already

by water to its new location to replace another existing

had their response ready.

bridge. This bridge is then, similarly, taken away and
renovated. This creates a sustainable shifting system: A
cycle of reused steel bridges.
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In the spring of 2017, Rob van de Waal, Managing
Director of Iv-Groep, cautioned against writing off
existing steel bridges. Take for example the Erasmus
Bridge in Rotterdam or the deep red railway bridge over

“Existing steel bridge structures are
ideally suited to reuse because of their
relatively low weight and the properties
of steel as a material.”

The participating companies on the 'Shift Bridge'

The ‘Shift Bridge’ team is convinced of the potential

team are Expericon, Hollandia Infra, Iv-Consult and

and benefits of this concept for the systematic and

Mammoet.

‘circular’ renovation of steel bridges. The next step for
the team is to also convince the clients, the owners and

the Hanze line. They are attractive, often icons on the
landscape and should be cherished for these reasons.

Circular renovation

Alternatives and feasibility

managers of bridges. Rather than doing this specifically

Would the ‘Shift Bridge’ concept also be suited to

for the ‘Shift Bridge’, they want to bring about a

Lower environmental impact

bridges made of concrete or wood? Who knows? But

dialogue and create support for the idea that old steel

The basic idea of the concept is that existing steel

the ‘Shift Bridge’ does deliver maximum benefits when

bridges deserve a new lease of life.

bridge structures are ideally suited to reuse because of

used for steel bridges. After all, a steel bridge structure

their relatively low weight and the properties of steel as

can be disassembled quickly and efficiently, and

a material. This automatically eases the environmental

partly thanks to the low weight of the bridge itself, it is

burden caused by construction work and transport

relatively easy to transport it to the renovation site and,

movements. After all, reusing complete structures after

ultimately, again to its new final destination.

renovation reduces the consumption of raw materials
and energy and lowers emissions caused by the

To illustrate the practical feasibility of the concept, the

production of materials and the construction of new

‘Shift Bridge’ team is knuckling down on the oldest

bridges.

bridge in Rotterdam, the Van Brienenoord Bridge. It is
well known that this iconic bridge urgently requires

Less inconvenience

renovation. A ‘Shift Bridge’ renovation will make it

Bridges are usually renovated in-situ which correlates

possible to disassemble the bridge, ship it out and

with having to close traffic lanes. But, removing the

immediately replace it with a ‘new’ bridge. Following

existing bridge and giving it a new lease of life at a

the renovation, the Van Brienenoord Bridge will assume

structural steel workshop drastically reduces traffic

the function of the ageing Keizersveer bridges on the

disruption. Instead of a closure lasting for months in one

A27 motorway. This will instantly provide six traffic lanes

or both directions, the bridge simply needs to be closed

plus a larger navigable width for shipping appropriate

to all traffic for roughly one week. Within this timeframe,

to the expansion of the A27. In turn, the renovated

the old bridge is disassembled, shipped out and its

Keizersveer bridges will take the place of the ageing

replacement is shipped in and assembled. This can be

crossing over the River Lek on the N233 near Rhenen.

accomplished directly on the existing foundations, or, if
necessary, before putting the replacement in place – on
modified or new piles and abutments.
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WANT TO
KNOW MORE ABOUT
THE SHIFT BRIDGE?
You can view a film about how the ‘Shift Bridge’ works by
scanning the QR-code with your smartphone.

Engineers with
Passion for
Technology

Research into the influence
of gravity

“THIS HAS NEVER 				
BEEN DONE BEFORE”

Dr Jack van Loon has been conducting research into

(a force of gravity that exceeds that on the surface of

the effects of gravity for many years. Jack works for

the Earth) generated by a centrifuge. Jack has gained

the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery/

extensive experience with this approach. For years,

Oral Pathology at the VU University Medical Centre in

his research has focused on the effects of acceleration

Amsterdam and at the European Space Agency (ESA)/

and continuous rotation on various systems. For this

European Space Research and Technology Centre

purpose, Jack uses the Large Diameter Centrifuge (LDC)

(ESTEC) in Noordwijk. He is also affiliated with the

and Random Positioning Machine (RPM) at the ESA

European Low Gravity Research Association (ELGRA).

lab in Noordwijk. The RPM simulates weightlessness

With the Human Hypergravity Habitat (H3) project,

so that researchers can study the effects of reduced

he aims to develop a research facility that could help

gravitational force, while the LDC (which has a diameter

to achieve a breakthrough in our knowledge of the

of 8 metres) is used to simulate hypergravity. However,

human body.

the scale of this equipment is too small to investigate
the impact on human test subjects. The Human

The effects of weightlessness and reduced gravity are

Hypergravity Habitat would make that possible and

considerable. Depending on the duration of their trip,

could yield many valuable new insights.

astronauts can experience symptoms ranging from
decreased immunity and bone and muscle loss to
reduced cardiac function and cognitive impairment.
But what if we reverse the process and deliberately

“The symptoms experienced by
astronauts are basically those that occur
during ageing.”

increase gravity? Would that have beneficial effects?
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This idea could lead to the construction in 2021 of a

Jack: “The symptoms experienced by astronauts are

massive centrifuge that can be used for a wide range

basically those that occur during ageing. That’s why

of scientific studies. Although the H3 project is devoted

reversing the process is so fascinating. It’s definitely a

to fundamental research, the set-up is highly practical:

worthwhile undertaking. The fact that it’s never been

human test subjects will be exposed to ‘hypergravity’

done before is a question of money.”
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Support

Even NASA does not really have a suitable facility for

Jack: “For years, researchers have talked about subjecting

large-scale fundamental research that would produce

humans to hypergravity. Many have said: Let’s just

usable results. The Netherlands and Europe as a whole

do it.” As early as 2009, Jack responded by initiating a

can, therefore, take the lead in this emerging field.

so-called Topical Team. This ESA think-tank consists
of approximately 50 scientists and engineers and has

Experimenting with G forces

formulated a number of realistic study proposals with

Jack explains: “The best approach is to subject the

the aim of obtaining EU funding.

human body to hypergravity in a large-radius centrifuge

One argument in favour of the H3 project is that

where the gravitational vector is constant. Such

hypergravity experiments in small mammals have

conditions ensure fewer fluctuations in the body.”

produced remarkable results. In addition to effects

Another physical reason to use a large radius is the

on bones and muscles, all these studies also show

Coriolis force to which the body is subjected when

a decrease in fat mass in the test animals. As we all

moving in a rotating system. The head and therefore the

know, obesity is one of the biggest medical and social

vestibular system will also start to move. This can cause

challenges facing the Western world today. In addition

motion sickness and therefore nausea. A relatively large

to the personal suffering and discomfort experienced

radius can prevent these effects.

“WE HAVE BEEN TALKING

ABOUT IT AT THE BAR 			
FOR YEARS”

by obese people, the condition costs society an
estimated 32 billion euros a year, and that’s in Europe
alone. Research on human subjects under hypergravity
conditions could make a significant contribution to

“Human beings are able to withstand
much greater G forces, but only for
short periods of time.”

combating obesity and the resulting health problems.
The Human Hypergravity Habitat can also fulfil another

The radius should preferably be configured in

important purpose, namely as a preliminary study for

kilometres, but then the rotational speed of

a large rotating-wheel space station. Such a facility

approximately 500 to 600 kilometres per hour would be

would provide a homogeneous gravitational field

too high. That is why a system with a smaller radius of

for astronauts to counteract the effects of long-term

150 to 200 metres is now being considered, with lower

weightlessness.

speeds that would cause limited effects. “The human
test subjects will get used to the conditions. We call this

Apart from a few small-scale experiments, the impact

an adaptive system; it wouldn’t cause any problems,”

of hypergravity on human subjects has not yet been

says Jack.

studied at an appropriate scale or over a long period.
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“We are considering an increased gravitational force

The second phase will consist of engineering work

out before, so all the resulting information will be new.

Read more about this topic in the following article

of 1.1 G to a maximum of 2.0 G. Human beings are

carried out by project partners including

We know why we want to conduct these experiments,

which includes an interview with Peter van Kerchove,

able to withstand much greater G forces, but only for

Iv-Consult. The engineering appears to be the easiest

but the results may require further interpretation.” For

Technical Director Iv-Consult.

short periods of time. Jet fighter pilots, for instance, are

part of the project. However, one crucial aspect

instance, previous studies involving astronauts show

subjected to 8 to 9 G, but only for a maximum of 20 to

concerns the choices that result from the programme

that insulin sensitivity decreases in reduced gravity,

30 seconds.”

of requirements, and this will ultimately shape the

whereas animal tests point to increased sensitivity at

design. The engineering work will mostly revolve

high G forces. Physical exercise in non-standard gravity

Phased study

around practical questions. Which technology is the

can also boost performance, similar to the improved

As the H3 project will be expanding the frontiers of

most suitable? Should the drive system be magnetic

results achieved by athletes who train at altitude or in

knowledge, the results are uncertain. “We don’t know

or based on bearing supports? What about the interior

oxygen tents. “It is possible that training in 1.5 G will

exactly what the outcome will be, although we have

arrangement? Where should pipes be positioned

lead to shorter lap times,” says Jack.

drawn up a research plan. However, we do know these

in a rotating system? How will maintenance work

will be long-term studies.”

and repairs be performed? The centrifuge must be

“After all, Superman was so strong
because he grew up on Krypton, a
planet with higher gravity than Earth.”

operational for a period of at least 15 to 20 years.
The H3 project has three main phases. Firstly, there is a
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preparatory (scientific) phase in which the study design

The third phase will begin when the facility has

is finalised, and the requirements that the research

been completed and is working properly. This phase

facility must meet are defined. This includes matters

involves demonstrating the relevance of practical

such as the dimensions of the habitat, the number

applications. “That will also be a challenge,” says Jack.

of people living in the capsules, the duration of the

The H3 project is expected to be funded with public

experiment (weeks, months), interior arrangement, air

money, which means that the research results will also

supply and air conditioning, etcetera. All these aspects

have to be published. In accordance with the ‘open

will be laid down in a programme of requirements.

source’ principle, the findings will be distributed to the

“At this stage, we will already have a huge stack of

academic community, where there is great demand for

documentation, with the construction work yet to

data on the effects of hypergravity.

begin,” saysJack.

Jack: “Again, a project like this has never been carried
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Innovative spin-off
There are indications that ‘hypergravity’ (a force of

missions to Mars since humans would theoretically be

gravity that exceeds that on the surface of the Earth)

‘used up’ after a ten-year trip. More scientific research

has beneficial effects on the human body. It seems

into the impact of space travel on human physiology is

almost too good to be true. European researchers

therefore needed.

are planning to build a massive centrifuge in order
to investigate the possible effects. Iv-Consult is

By artificially generating a centrifugal force to increase

contributing to the development of this special

gravity (from 1 G to 1.2 G, for instance), it may be

facility for innovative scientific research.

possible to slow down or even reverse these physical
processes. It is thought that scientists may be able

Expectations

to cure or prevent disease processes based on this

Researchers hope to study the effects of increased

principle. Researcher Jack van Loon is the initiator and

gravity on people with obesity, diabetes and

spiritual father of this project and has approached Iv-

neuromuscular and geriatric diseases by constructing a

Consult and other European parties to help design and

large centrifuge called the Human Hypergravity Habitat

develop the H3 centrifuge with support from the EU’s

(H3), in which human test subjects can live for several

Horizon 2020 subsidy programme.

months. It is expected that these conditions will have
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the opposite effect on the human body compared

Human Hypergravity Habitat (H3)

to the zero-gravity environment in which astronauts

The proposed H3 facility will preferably have a diameter

work. They generally develop various complaints,

of approximately 175 metres and consists of a rotator

which become more serious as they stay in outer

with capsules housing laboratories and living quarters

space for longer. A year-long trip will allegedly age an

attached to it. We can generate increased gravity

astronaut by seven years due to an accumulation of

in the capsules by controlling the rotational speed.

symptoms reminiscent of the ageing process, which

The capsules are suspended in such a way that the

occur at an accelerated pace under these conditions.

combined centrifugal and gravitational force is always

This phenomenon is particularly relevant for any future

exerted perpendicular to the floor of the capsules.
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“Under 1.2 G conditions, a person weighing 80 kg

While not equivalent to normal gravity, a research set-

being tested at the South Pole, with a particular focus

would experience a weight of 96 kg and would find it

up in which an acceleration force simulates gravity is

on the scientific programme of requirements. Iv-Consult

more difficult to get up and move around. But that is

the best way to study the phenomenon. A wide range

is concentrating on the functionalities and technology

precisely what we want to accomplish here,” says Peter

of tests can be conducted in the capsules, which must,

of the equipment: the drive system, the bearing

van Kerchove, Technical Director of Iv-Consult, who is

therefore, be adaptable to changing requirements.

supports, suspension of the capsules and the airlocks.

describing the background and potential benefits of

Ideally, the cabins should be multifunctional and

Peter: “This is an unusual project. Of course, we already

the project.

suitable for various experiments. For instance, the

have some ideas; usually, solutions that we have already

compartments should be gas-tight in order to

applied elsewhere for aspects like the hygienic supply

simulate the right conditions and perform accurate

and disposal of toilet water. In a project like this, such

measurements.

minor details suddenly become very important.”

“We already know quite well what happens when

Peter: “The Human Hypergravity Habitat (H3) is a

Depending on the progress of the H3 project, Iv-Consult

people stay in conditions of reduced or zero gravity

complex structure because it has to meet many

will develop the design further and gradually acquire

for prolonged periods, and we have insight into how

stringent requirements, but it is feasible. We are able

more knowledge. The innovative nature of the project

fighter jet pilots experience extremely high G forces

to control the forces and energies involved. The H3

is a strong motivator for staff to contribute. Peter:

for brief moments. However, the long-term impact of

is a rotating centrifuge where human test subjects

“The interaction between science and engineering is

gravitational forces in the middle range – from 1 G to

move at speeds of up to 50 metres per second at the

particularly interesting for us. As experts, we really have

9 G – has never been properly studied. We are aware of

extremities and in the cabins, for weeks or months on

an opportunity to contribute and help devise flexible

beneficial effects in small mammals but have no precise

end. The installations in the capsules must meet specific

solutions – while acquiring new knowledge along the

information about the effects and potential benefits

requirements (in terms of the supply and disposal

way. The programme of requirements is quite extensive,

in humans. Scientists are now looking for a method or

of energy, gas and liquids) and safe entrances to the

which also makes this project special. In the future,

experimental set-up that will help them answer these

capsules must be designed. If someone feels unwell,

follow-up studies may be conducted that we can’t

questions, and that’s where we come in.”

for instance, you can’t just switch off the entire rotator,

even conceive of yet. For instance, we may find out that

“Gravity has already been studied quite
extensively.”

as that would invalidate the results of the entire study.

adjustments need to be made to the rotator to allow it

Final design

In addition, it is not desirable to have four months’

to continue operating. The suspension system for the

An extensive study has been performed and a

supply of food and drink ‘on board’. The rotator and the

capsules may also play a role. This means that Iv-Consult

conceptual vision prepared, but the design has not

attached capsules must function as a habitat where

will continue to contribute in the long term. It is very

yet been finalised. For instance, the diameter of the

people can move safely without being affected by

worthwhile for our staff to be so closely involved with

centrifuge has not yet been precisely determined,

vibrations and the like. This means that the rotator must

the latest scientific developments. The knowledge and

although approximately 175 metres seems to be

run smoothly and must have a safe emergency stop

experience gained in this project have great potential in

ideal. There are some 27 similar facilities already in

feature.”

terms of engineering applications and will prove to be a

operation worldwide. However, because these are all
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valuable asset in the future.”

relatively small, they result in an uneven distribution of

Evolving knowledge

gravitational force over the human body. A thorough

In the current phase, the emphasis is on partial solutions

study requires a reasonably uniform level of ‘gravity', and

for various aspects of the concept. A type of habitat that

this partly determines the dimensions of the centrifuge.

could eventually be used in the H3 facility is currently
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“EXTREMELY STRONG

AND DURABLE				
CONCRETE”

Ultra-High Performance FibreReinforced Concrete
Ultra-High Performance Fibre-Reinforced Concrete

by steel fibres. At first glance, the material looks very

(UHPFRC) is a frequently used material. Well-known

similar to traditional concrete. Nevertheless, there are

examples are super thin balconies, aesthetic

considerable differences in the cylinder compressive

elements and staircases in shapes that would be

strength, tensile strength and ductility of the material.

difficult or impossible to realise using traditional

These differences have a major impact on the

types of concrete. The application of UHPFRC in civil

performance of the material and will be explained in

engineering is still in its infancy, although in the

more detail.

Netherlands, a number of very slender bridges in
UHPFRC have been built with a minimal amount of

The minimum (cylinder) compressive strength of

construction material.

UHPFRC should be 150 MPa whereas commonly used
traditional types of concrete have a compressive

In recent years, various (graduation) studies into the

strength of 30 to 50 MPa. To achieve this high

material properties and behaviour of UHPFRC have

compressive strength, UHPFRC consists of a balanced

been carried out. The results clearly show that UHPFRC

mixture of cement, water, aggregates, fillers and

performs better than traditional types of concrete. The

additives. This composition results in a refined and

potential applications in civil engineering works are

compact granular skeleton with hardly any hollow

promising.

spaces. Due to this characteristic, UHPFRC uses both

Iv-Infra's research focuses on identifying which

the aggregates and the cement stone to transfer the

(components of ) civil engineering works would benefit

force, in contrast to traditional concrete. In addition to

from the high-performance properties of UHPFRC.

optimised force transfer, the compact granular skeleton
ensures low permeability and thus high resistance to

Source: Hi-Con Nederland b.v.

What is UHPFRC?

penetration of water and other harmful substances,

Ultra-High Performance Fibre-Reinforced Concrete is

even with concrete coverings of only 10 to 25 mm

an extremely strong and durable type of concrete in

(depending on the environmental class of the structure).

which (part of ) the mild steel reinforcement is replaced
46
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Mild steel reinforcement is activated as soon as cracks

of deformation before collapsing, thanks to these long

The French Association for Civil Engineering

occur in the concrete cross-section. With UHPFRC, small

fibres, and thus issues a warning.

(Association Française de Génie Civil – AFGC) has drawn

fibres are used to increase the tensile strength of the

Another important feature of the long fibres is the finely

up a recommendation on UHPFRC. This is currently

non-cracked concrete cross-section. Due to their size,

meshed distribution of the macro-crack formation.

the most comprehensive recommendation based on

the small fibres (10 to 20 mm) tension relatively quickly

This is because the fibres are present throughout the

long term research and testing. This recommendation

and bridge the micro-crack formation from which the

cross-section whereas mild steel reinforcement is only

generally recommends conservative material properties

higher tensile strength is derived. The tensile strength

effective locally because of the mesh size between two

of UHPFRC for the preparation of a preliminary design.

of UHPFRC varies between 7 and 15 MPa, whereas

reinforcement rods.

The required material properties follow from the design

traditional types of concrete only achieve a tensile
strength between 1.5 and 3.0 MPa.

“UHPFRC undergoes a certain degree of
deformation before collapsing.”

process. Based on these material properties, a suitable
How to design with this material

mixture is composed in consultation with the UHPFRC

Since the introduction of the 2012 Buildings Decree,

manufacturer. Suitability tests on the mixture must then

the Eurocode has been the current standard in

show that the required material properties are in fact

Europe for creating a structurally safe and responsible

achieved.

design. For each country, these standards contain
Due to the bridging of micro-crack formation, the

additional requirements, parameters, explanations and

formation of the first macro-crack is delayed. If the

recommendations that are laid down in the national

tensile strength is exceeded, the micro-cracks develop

appendices. In the Netherlands, civil concrete structures

into macro-cracks. Concrete is labelled as cracked

must meet the requirements set out in Eurocode 2.

as soon as the first macro-crack appears. This crack
formation always occurs at the weakest location of
the material. In traditional concrete, this is due to the
cement stone. With UHPFRC, the cement stone is the
strongest component in the granular skeleton and the
crack is caused by the aggregate material.
To provide the material with sufficient ductility and
to further increase the tensile strength, long fibres
(30 to 60 mm) are used, which are activated after the
formation of the first macro tear. Where traditional
concrete shows a brittle behaviour and collapses
without warning when unreinforced or with too little
reinforcement, UHPFRC undergoes a certain degree
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Until now, structures in UHPFRC fall (partially) outside
the scope of Eurocode 2 because this standard applies
to concrete strength classes up to C90/105 and does
not prescribe any regulations regarding reinforcement
with steel fibres. Model Code 2020 is currently under
development. This includes proposals with regard to
construction with UHPFRC. It is expected that, following
verification, these proposals will be included in a new
version of the Eurocode (or added to Eurocode 2). For
the time being, the most practical way to design with
UHPFRC is by means of Eurocode 2, combined with
recommendations/guidelines for deviations.
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chlorides is virtually impossible. The overlay does not
Besides a difference with regard to standards and

What new opportunities does this material offer?

require an asphalt or wearing course either. All this

regulations, UHPFRC requires a different design process.

Despite the fact that UHPFRC delivers increased

results in a sustainable solution with little or no future

A case and parameter study carried out by Iv-Infra

performance compared to traditional types of concrete

maintenance.

has demonstrated that for civil engineering works in

in terms of almost all material properties, traditional

UHPFRC, the key design criteria are different than for

types of concrete will not be completely replaced by

Another interesting potential application is to limit

traditional types of concrete. For traditional concrete,

UHPFRC. One of the main reasons for this is cost. In

the amount of reinforcement to meet the crack width

crack width is usually normative because of the crack

addition to the required fibres (often approximately

requirement. In traditional concrete structures, the

width requirement of 0.2 mm for an environmental

2.5% on a volume basis) and the high cement content,

reinforcement is usually only used for 30% to 50% in

class in which de-icing salts are present.

the other additions needed to achieve a balanced

connection with the point of failure due to the crack

mixture are expensive. In addition to the mixture

width requirement. With UHPFRC, the crack distance,

In the UHPFRC case study, the point of failure was

composition, ample attention must be paid to the

which has a major influence on the crack width, can

shown to be the key factor rather than the crack width

design, mixing, processing, transport and execution.

be up to four times smaller because of the presence of

requirement. This is the result of the ability of the fibres

When the application of traditional types of concrete

steel fibres over the entire cross-section. By using the

to bridge micro-cracks and to achieve a more finely-

leads to bulky structures or high construction

steel fibres locally on the pull side of the cross-section

meshed distribution of the macro crack pattern over the

complexity, the high performance of UHPFRC can be

to reduce the crack width, considerable savings can be

concrete surface.

a solution through targeted applications of UHPFRC in

made on reinforcement.

However, compared to traditional types of concrete,

places requiring a high performance locally.
With targeted applications, UHPFRC offers feasible

more attention needs to be paid to the comfort
requirements regarding vibrations and deflections. In

The application of structural overlays is a civil

solutions for designs in traditional types of concrete that

practice, these requirements rarely pose a problem with

engineering application where the high performance

approach or reach the boundaries of what is possible.

solid traditional concrete cross-sections. In UHPFRC

of the material comes into its own. A structural overlay

This is increasingly the case today. However, the

structures, this criterion appears to be one of the most

is a common measure for existing structures to

application of the material requires specialist skills from

decisive factors within the design. Because of the high

increase their load-bearing capacity. Due to the high

both the designer and the contractor.

strength of UHPFRC, the design can be kept thin and

performance of the material and because the required

slender. Inherent to this greater thinness are greater

concrete cover can be kept thinner, a relatively thin

deformations.

UHPFRC overlay can result in a considerable capacity

Rick van de Laar, Draftsman Iv-Infra

increase. A thin overlay ensures that the increasing

Martijn Roverts, Senior Structural Engineer Iv-Infra

“With targeted applications, UHPFRC
offers feasible solutions for designs
in traditional types of concrete that
approach or reach the boundaries of
what is possible.”
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static load on the existing foundation remains
limited. In addition, a UHPFRC overlay is a durable
and wear-resistant solution. Due to the compact
granular skeleton, penetration of de-icing salts and
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From manure to
megajoules
The three new plants that German company RMS

heat, therefore the waste created is mainly CO2. Its reuse

wishes to build are set to become the largest biomass

promotes positive environmental and business results.

installations in the Netherlands. This leap in scale will

Earlier attempts to scale up bio fermentation have failed

explore the limits of what is possible and will require

for various reasons. Armed with new ideas, RMS will

innovative designs. Iv-Water and Iv-Industrie are both

endeavour to make biorefining profitable. Although

participating in the development and construction of

the company will receive a sustainable energy subsidy,

the new mega-installations.

the objective is to turn out yields of ‘green gas’ that are
competitive with current energy prices. The prevailing

Iv-Water is leading the technological design for the

view is that the time will come when this is possible

development and engineering of a technically feasible

without subsidies, ‘just as with wind energy’. The

design for mega-biodigesters in Groenlo, Venlo and

technology has already advanced and can theoretically,

possibly Moerdijk. Each installation will handle 600,000

support itself.

tonnes of biomass per year and must yield 25 million
cubic metres of gas per year. This is equivalent to the

Energy transition

annual gas consumption of 17,000 households. Iv-Water

The biorefining concept of RMS consists of processing

and Iv-Industrie were approached by Strukton, which

cattle and pig manure and residual organic streams

has a cooperation agreement with RMS. Stork is also

(verge grass) to create gas and fertiliser. Besides recovery

involved in the installations.

and reuse (circularity), the company is also anticipating
an obligation for livestock farmers to process some of

From farm to mega-installation

their surplus manure. It also addresses the aspiration

The fermentation of biomass, in particular manure, has

of the Dutch government to produce more green gas.

been taking place for about fifteen years on a farm

In addition to the energy transition, the environmental

scale. Fermentation releases combustible methane

impact also plays a role (greenhouse gases, ammonia,

gas which can be used to power a gas motor and

odour and fine particles).

generate electricity. The by-product of this process is
52
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Instead of small digesters, RMS wants to develop

already being used in smaller installations. However,

Optimisation of the process

harmonising heat-producing and heat-consuming

larger, integrated and more centralised facilities with

this technique has never before been used on a large

Wageningen University calculated the RMS concept

processes. This is all food for thought for the process

multiple lagoon digesters where farmers can bring their

scale, which calls for innovative applications. If the

in 2014 using the Venlo site as a case and came up

technologists of Iv-Water, who will move this innovative

manure. The farmers will conclude a contract whereby

digester performs insufficiently, the subsequent process

with important conclusions and recommendations

manure processing technology a step forwards: from

their manure processing costs will be lower compared

elements are directly affected. This coordination and

for optimisation. For instance, it was discovered that

manure to megajoules.

with the present arrangement, and they will not be

interdependency are key to the success of the project.

the energy demand and energy yield ratio could be

burdened by operation of a fermentation installation.

In addition to anaerobic co-fermentation, it is also

improved. This is, for example, achievable by using

Centralising will also make it possible to adequately

required to separate the digestate (by centrifuging)

energy-efficient techniques and integrating and

respond to the demand and market developments

into a thick fraction and a thin fraction, belt drying of

relevant to the sale of the valuable residual products.

the thick fraction, pelletising of pellets (compression),

The concept is based on using the biogas to produce

evaporation of the thin fraction (vapour compression),

gas instead of electricity. The gas produced will be fed

the stripping of ammonia from the evaporated moisture

into the gas grid. The design of the installation is such

and turning biogas into green gas (by membrane

that it will be possible to add verge grass, an excellent

filtration).

raw material for co-fermentation on account of its
high energy content. Verge grass will increase the yield
correspondingly. Losses are high when electricity is

“The yield of gas from methane gas is
almost 100%.”

produced from methane gas. The yield is roughly 40%
compared with almost 100% when gas is produced. An

In addition to gas, the end-products consist of dry

additional advantage is that the watery manure gains

organic phosphorus and potassium manure (pellets),

a firmer consistency as a result of treatment, and this

ammonia sulphate (a raw material for fertiliser), water

simplifies processing.

and CO2. The CO2 can be supplied to the horticultural
sector and is considered one of the synergy effects.

Large-scale application
The components of the mega-installation, such as
foil lagoons, the stirring and mixing systems and the
process steps in the installation are not new and are
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Engineers with Passion for
Technology
Iv-Groep is a globally operating multidisciplinary
engineering company. Since 1949, Iv has been
devising technical solutions for projects of any size
and complexity within the following sectors: Industry,
Infrastructure, Installation technique, Handling, Maritime,
Offshore & Energy and Water. No challenge is too
complicated for us. We are a team of specialists with a
genuine passion for our specialisms, and if necessary,
we’ll jump straight in the car to help our client on
location.
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